
Drip season: a clothing guide by Tobey Turman
Drip: adjective to describe your outfit, (similar to swag)

With winter right around the corner, it is starting to get cold out. You know what that
means… It's officially drip season. Some guys just dress to stay warm, they may wear things
like heavy winter coats or maybe even some boots. On the other hand though, I dress to
impress, in this article I will be teaching you how to dress like a king.

A couple of weeks ago I was wearing shorts and t -shirt because it was nice and sunny
outside. Any season is capable of being a drip season, but I'm going to be talking about some
winter drip. Keep in mind that some of these outfit choices will make you freeze, but i'd rather be
cold and look good than be warm.

Some basic notes to start off with would be to throw out your winter coat. They don’t look
good with any outfits, granted they keep you warm but...they look terrible. Some good
alternatives for a winter coat could be a sweater or even a flannel. Flannels are always a must
during winter drip season, they go with almost anything and if it’s especially cold out you can
wear them over a sweater for double warmth. This is a good way to be warm whilst dripping at
the same time.

A great thing to include in some winter outfits in jeans. They have to be the right kind of
jeans though. These jeans should have a few small holes here and there but not too many. The
length of the jeans matters also, if they are a bit too long for you then you can roll them up a bit,
this provides a nice cuffed look at the bottom of the jeans.

While on the subject of pants, sweatpants are usually more of a lazy look but in some
cases, if worn right, can make an outfit look great. Throw some sweatpants on with a sweater
and a flannel for a nice cozy look, not too lazy but nothing too fancy either. Any type of shoe
really is acceptable with sweatpants, the look I like to do is sweatpants with white vans, this is a
generic look, but a good one.

Now for what I think completes an outfit, accessories. Let's start off with watches, having
a watch makes some outfits look great especially the all gold watches or apple watches. These
watches just make your outfit give off a more professional look. Another important accessory to
have is necklaces. Necklaces can help complete an outfit as well. A good necklace to have is a
cross necklace, cross necklaces go great with flannels. The second kind of necklace that I like
are small ones that don’t dangle that much.

Having drip has got to come natural to you, it came naturally to me, but for those who it
doesn’t come natural to, this guide is for you. This will help you to better utilize your clothing
selection and make complete, great outfits.


